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Fantastic Worlds Productions takes five friends with overactive imaginations and 
brings them together to play Pathfinder. Featuring a diverse cast of hosts and 
characters, our group strives to create high-quality actual play podcasts focusing 
on story first, math second. The characters are nuanced, their relationships are 
complex, and the stakes are high as they travel lands unknown and conquer mighty 
foes.

We endeavor to create and engage a fantastic community, weaving a story that 
is not driven only by the written page but the improvised ingenuity of its cast of 
characters and the luck of their dice rolls. Come for the compelling story, stay for the 
bitter fights and playful banter.

One of the pillars of Fantastic Worlds Productions is our dedication to inclusivity. 
Women, People of Color, and members of the LGBT+ community are found in the 
characters played and the players themselves. What better way to be fantastic than 
to celebrate diversity?

Fantastic Worlds Productions is so excited to invite you all to join them in this next 
momentous step of their journey. They love to engage with their community of 
fans and listeners and can be found on various social media platforms found on our 
website fantasticworldspod.com.

Come along on this fantastic ride and learn more at Fantastic Worlds Productions. 
Share in the mirth. Revel in the glory. But most important, fall in love with the 
cooperative and improvised story delivered every two weeks on Apple Podcasts, 
Spotify, & wherever else podcasts are available.



CONTACT US

• Website
• Fantastic Worlds Productions - fantasticworldspod.com

• Social Media
• Twitter: @fantasticpods
• Instagram: @fantasticworldspods
• Facebook: @fantasticworldspods

• Email
• info@fantasticworldspod.com



FANTASTIC WORLDS PODCAST

• Started August 2018
• Currently over 74 episodes 

available to listen
• Released every other week.

It has been a century since the immortal witch Baba Yaga last visited the world, 
and the hour draws nigh for her return. But when she fails to appear in the fro-
zen realm of Irrisen to usher in its newest ruler, pockets of winter begin to grow 
throughout the Inner Sea. After 1,400 years of perpetual winter, the icy curse of 
Irrisen is spreading! What links do these strange blizzards and swaths of wintry 
landscapes have with Irrisen, and is there any truth to the growing rumors that 
the Witch Queen Elvanna has taken full control of the realm? Can her plans for the 
Inner Sea be thwarted, or will the Reign of Winter engulf the world?

Five friends come together to discover what ushers in this unnatural winter and 
the forces in-play threatening all of Golarian. Fantastic Worlds Podcast is an Actual 
Play using Paizo’s Pathfinder Reign of Winter Adventure Path



THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

• Started MAY 2020
• Patreon Exclusive 
• Two Episode “Preview” 

Release in May
• Released every three weeks.

Come one, come all! See how humble performers, thrust on to the world stage 
become reluctant leaders of the Circus of Wayward Wonders all due to that most 
wicked of schemes — sudden tragedy. Listen as these heroes rise to the occasion 
and lead their motley band of performers and roustabouts around the glittering 
Isle of Kortos, breeding grounds of equal part mystery and misery! But watch out 
heroes! Gasp in shock and awe as a sinister plot to exterminate life from the Star-
stone Isle threatens to blight the land and extinguish the shining light that is our 
heroes’ very livelihood! The dead god Aroden, seemingly vanished but never for-
gotten, rises up through his legacy that lives on as those that he fought against! Be 
transfixed in terror as old enemies, bitter beasts lie imbued with frightening might 
seek to destroy the wonders Aroden raised from the sea! Lights hit the stage! The 
curtain is drawn! Spectacle meets savagery as our heroes race against an unknown 
ticking clock! Time waits for no one, and no one can waste any time when it comes 
to our heroes’ task: stop the Extinction Curse!

Join us as we put on the performance of a lifetime and explore an all-new Golarion 
as part of a fledgling traveling circus. Battles will be thrilling! Stunts will be awe-in-
spiring! The plot will be thicker than ever! 



When Dustin was a kid, he had dreams of being an adult. As an adult, he 
dreams of being an adult but finding outlets that still let him act like a kid. 

Playing tabletop games for most of his life, and spending most of his life now 
listening to podcasts, he thought, why not combine the two? A lover of taking 
long walks off short piers, good beer, good friend, good times. An eternal 
optimist at heart and a lover of all things fantastic. Dustin is ready to bring his 
skills as a player and DM to the masses. With the hope bringing smiles to some 
and death to characters by the monsters he creates. 

Dustin Alexander - Owner/Creator 
Dungeon Master - Fantastic Worlds Podcast
Player - The Greatest Show on Earth 
    Character - Mariposa Novalie - Champion

Our Team



Abbie was born the bratty, dramatic child of two New York actors turned 
California theater professors and, as such, developed a love of melodrama, 
slapstick comedy, musicals, and the sound of her voice. She only got involved 
with tabletop RPG’s fairly recently in 2015 because her roommates at the time 
played (long, long into the night). Abbie was pretty skeptical at first when they 
plunked her down with the Player’s Handbook for a sci-fi RPG called Alternity, 
but as soon as she found out she could play a Space Elf with a blaster, mind 
control powers and a killer Diplomacy check she. Was. Hooked.
Abbie’s worked in radio for the past four years on a few local stations in her 
hometown (further inflating her sense of how great she sounds) and is eager 
to bring those skills to FWP. She still has no idea what she wants to be when 
she grows up, but in the meantime enjoys snuggling with the cat that is 
contractually bound to validate her in exchange for food. 

Abigail Lammel - Owner/Creator 
Player - Fantastic Worlds Podcast
      Character - Pippa Locksley - Arcane Trickster
Player - The Greatest Show on Earth   
      Character - Dr. Celaeno Nis - Alchemist



Angel was a quiet boy growing up. He was all about reading, drawing, and 
Sábado morning cartoons. As he grew up, he added classical music, Kevin 
Sorbo, and origami to his list of interests. He joined the D&D familia after a good 
friend convinced him there was no way the Player’s Handbook could be used 
to summon el diablo. Now he can roll a multiclass Avariel Ranger/Cleric with the 
best of them while playing his Los Tigres del Norte/Rammstein/Jonathan Young 
playlist.

Angel Espinoza - Owner/Creator 
Player - Fantastic Worlds Podcast
   Character - Abraxas Hillrunner - Druid
Player - The Greatest Show on Earth                
    Character - Byron “Lightning” Stendhal - Monk



Jessica was born in Texas, raised in a number of different states, and gained 
full sentience in California 13 years ago. She’s bisexual, bilingual, and… bipedal 
(mostly). She spends most of her time playing video games that she’s already 
beaten and doing weird projects at 3 am. She also likes to write sometimes but 
hasn’t released anything (yet). She’s a consummate hobbyist who can’t focus on 
one thing at a time. She started playing Pathfinder in 2009 and has been in and 
out of campaigns ever since. 

Jess Negin - Owner/Creator 
Player - Fantastic Worlds Podcast
      Character - Menet Serbanea - Paladin 
      (Episode 6-57) 
      Character - Andromeda - Oracle 
      (Episode 58-Present)
 RingMaster - The Greatest Show on Earth 



Logan is originally from Marin County, CA, but has been living in the 
Sacramento area for 10+ years with his husband and two cats. During his 
college years, he unsuccessfully tried several times to trick his friends and future 
partner into playing any form of TTRPG. Eventually, they succumbed, and he 
has been a part of several gaming groups over the years playing everything 
from Pokémon Tabletop United and Tales From the Loop to Dungeons & 
Dragons, Starfinder, and of course Pathfinder. Behind the screen or rolling up 
a character, Logan takes inspirations from many of his pop culture obsessions 
such as X-Men, Rupaul’s Drag Race, Pokémon, JRPGs, Science Fiction, and 
much much more.

Logan Mayne Rizzi - Creator 
Player - Fantastic Worlds Podcast
        Character - Buwan - Unchained Summoner 
        (Episodes 66 - Present)
Player - The Greatest Show on Earth 
        Character - Panoply Jupiter Teardrop - Bard




